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Ad-hoc Networks can be used in many personal applications such as Laptop connections to each other and 
their public applications such as general vehicles Communication, military applications, navy communications 
and emergency applications such as relief and rescue operations.[1] 

The technological advancements in the Microprocessors and microcontrollers fields, sensors, and Wireless 
communications that they have been doing recently they have been combined with important practical 
applications and have led to a new model called ad-hoc Grid. An ad-hoc grid is a heterogeneous system that 
has not fixed infrastructure and all its components are mobile. Ad-hoc Grid is hierarchical of systems that they 
have various hardware, software and communications capabilities. Ad-Hoc grid environments allow users to 
share Processing resources, services and information. 

Some of the issues needing a suitable solution in the Ad - Hoc grid include Resource and service discovery, 
energy consumption, Service quality, security and etc. Service discovery techniques in traditional Wired Grid 
environments are based on hierarchy methods that collect index servers or centralized directories of 
information on all services and available resources. In ad-hoc environments that there is not any predetermined 
organizing. The centralized mechanisms do not seem appropriate. Also it was shown that in wireless 
environment, the wireless channel quality changes according to time [2,3] that this can affect routing 
algorithms and service discovery in Grids which are made in such networks. 

Different approaches have been provided for service and resource discovery in wired traditional Grid 
environments that with the genesis of  the new phenomena of the ad - hoc grid, some of them was trying to be 
implemented in the new environment. But because the wired environment and wireless environments in the ad 
- hoc grid are essentially different from each other, implementing of such a work may lead to a weak 
performance. Then many works have been done for service and resource discovery in wireless ad-hoc grids, 
any of these methods has its own particular communication and computational overhead that has a desired 
performance in certain conditions. But According to the dynamicity of the wireless environment, the condition 
changes and causes the proposed Static algorithms have acceptable performance for service and resource 
discovery at a particular time. In this article we offer such an algorithm for discovering  the services and 
resources that can be able to adapt itself to changing environmental conditions in wireless ad-hoc environment, 
such as dense and adapting their despairs and holding their overhead at a reasonable level. At last we evaluate 
it with simulating the proposed algorithm and comparing it with other studies have done in this field . 

 
 
2. Related Work 
 
Flexibility and minimum user manipulation are Essential characteristics of communication networks in 

future. These networks must be employed easily and they should be easy to re-configure when New hardware 
and software capabilities is added to them. 

One of the essential characteristics of such networks it then. Self-configurable in service discovery. The 
service discovery provides the ability for Systems in networks to discover network services via their 
characteristics automatically and also they announce their own abilities to Networks. For this purpose, several 
industrial and organization Consortium( that some of them Overlap with together SLP) formed for 
standardizing different service discovery protocols such as SLP2 Protocol from IETF [4] ,sun company's Jini 
protocol [5], Microsoft's UPnP protocol [6], Salutation protocol [7] from Microsoft and SDP3 protocol [8]. 
The key concept in wireless ad-hoc grid is configured automatically but for it standardization has not been 
performed any effort yet. Now, we introduce several proposed service and resource discovery methods and 
several solutions for wired grid infrastructure that are based on P2P distributed mechanisms [9]. The main 
problem in the ad - hoc grid is that the nodes are not fixed and they can be mobile, secondly, then they are 
faced with energy restrictions therefore the discovery Time must be short, that others should be able to give the 
service requests to them until Server nodes are available. 

                                                      
2 Service Location Protocol 
3 Universal Plug and Play 
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Service discovery mechanisms in the ad - hoc grid are highly primitive. At MANET There are two manners 
that through them devices can exchange their information: a) queries b) announcements Questions, including 
the types of devices that Send requests to the Network and other Devices that inform needed information to 
these devices in network   and Client devices use them. Many of MANET applications uses a combination of 
queries and announcements. Publishing area of Questions and announcements and also periodic policy and 
announcements saving is such as important parameters that Determine performance and accuracy of discovery 
declarations remember the policy period and notified or the efficiency and accuracy of Service discovery in 
these networks. 

In certain cases of mobile ad-hoc grid, the method declaration for the announcement is not sufficient. In 
these networks one of Information is the resource availability that it is possible  these resources such as CPU 
load and available memory have Significant changes at short periods of time. The Traditional methods that 
discussed earlier such as Salutation and the Jini focus on a centralized directory, who upon it the services have 
registered or Discovered. Information of existing services will be focused in special Directory s. Rout and 
announcement of services are based on multicasting and service Registrations is based on uncasing. In general, 
centralized discovery directory has a good Infrastructure for the Internet and wireless networks, but such 
architecture is not suitable for MANET that is dynamic in nature. In addition in the directory there are Routing 
bottlenecks and although, this architecture can supply additional directory for scalability problem, but the cost 
of construction will be increased by increasing the Directory numbers. 

In [10] has offered a method for service discovery in Grids. In fact they offered a middleware architecture 
that called MoGrid. MoGrid for source discovery uses a method based on the question. Have offered to 
discover the source uses. In dichotomy an applicant node sends The IREQ requesting messages to other nodes 
in mobile ad-hoc that query on them for resources providing. IREQ messages will be repeated in each 
intermediate node to form a controlled flood that is limited to max-Hop parameter. A Demand Node sends a 
IREQ message to T node (that is a common intermediate node and the T node sending this message to all Its 
neighbors). This process Would continue until arrive to the max Hop parameter.  

The hybrid service discovery method is one of the methods that offered later .This method is a mixed of 
protocols based on questions and announcements [11-13]. These protocols try to prevent undeserved 
increasing and On the other hand, they reduce the large delay of it algorithms that were based on questions. 

In [11] each server node has a Constant area, where in this area it declares its Services. In first Each demand 
node that want a service, it search about the service in itself  area and If it does not find the desired service, 
therefore it sends the service request in broadcast form to out of itself area  and In this case operate similar to 
Reactive protocol. 

 
3. Proposed Method 
 
In this section, we introduce the offered algorithm , DHSD. The DHSD4 method provides the possibility of 

multi hop, automatic and dynamic service discovery in MANET networks. Also DHSD supplies the conditions 
for mobile nodes to find their desired requests quickly and it does not require that all nodes introduce 
themselves to entire networks periodically or all of the nodes ask about server about Presence or absence of the 
service. That means only the servers are aware of its service. DHSD is an algorithm without any distributed 
directory  and it allows mobile nodes  react against certain links and connections, in addition to DHSD 
changes, topology, density and network size. The DHSD is an algorithm without a cycle.  

One of the special features of DHSD is the using of a serial number (SN) related to service agents that retain 
for each service. In DHSD each node in its announcement area, keep the number of neighbors, which 
regarding fix Radius of sending the nodes, this task is a special expression of the density. The SN of each 
service agent will be made by itself, Thereby it will be saved in whole services information. In ad-hoc Grid, 
server nodes are not providing just a specific service, but several different services and each demand node may 
require Several Services simultaneously. DHSD define several types of messages. The service discovery 

                                                      
4 Dynamic Hybrid Service Discovery 
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message that the demand node creates it and uses it for service agent discovery. The reply message that is 
finally created by severing node. The error message that is produced as a result of using a route that does not 
exist at present. The announcement message that will be used for a service announcement in its own area. The 
demand node uses the IP headers for packets and the source IP address as the name of the demand service. We 
regulate the SR publication domain with the TTL field in the IP header. In this protocol each node has a table 
as table service. This offered protocol is responsible for MANET networks with tens of thousands of nodes and 
also hundreds of Service. Such a DHSD algorithm can tolerate different levels of nodes mobility. It does not 
consider any Overload or any add-on security package for this proposed method and We have assumed that all 
the nodes are safe and there is not any destructive intrusive node in the network and security considerations 
can be considered as a research field in further. In previously mentioned service discovery protocols, there is a 
compromise between the overhead and the service discovery delay. In The reactive  or active protocols, the 
overhead is often limited and The discover delay is vast and in passive or based on announcement protocols, 
the overhead is usually vast but the discovery delay is low and the hybrid protocols  have been designed in 
order to achieve to the optimized point in this Compromise. But hybrid protocols in MANET networks have 
their own particle Problems, since the topology and network variation will cause every default in the The 
design of the protocols for service discovery in the networks result in the performance of the algorithm going 
further from optimized point. Therefore designing such a Protocol that could adapt itself to different network 
conditions, seems to be necessary. 

 
In this study we try to prepare a hybrid protocol that can be able to adapt itself to different network 

conditions. In this study, the nodes that give the address of a server node called directory and the nodes that 
provide the service called service [14]. The node that prepares a specific service, must announce its service to 
its own area. There are two states for  not know about the network, it considers its area radius a default value, 
otherwise it calculates its area radius based on node density around it. The service announcement to area nodes 
of each node has special overhead that has a direct relationship with the density and the radius of node area. 
The following figure shows this obviously. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure1: Effect of Density on the Number of Nodes in Neighborhood of Fixed Radius 
 

 
 
 
 
 
As we have seen in the figure, the greater the density is, the more the number of nodes will be, so in a 

constant radius the announcement overload will be greater. In our algorithm, the area radius is dynamic and 
will be determined based on several parameters. In dynamic ad-hoc network, regarding changes of network 
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conditions, some of the network parameters can be changed and also it may be necessary to change the area 
radius. A sample pseudo-code for this work is shown in the figure at the below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Check_ () ℎ ← ( _ ℎ #( _ ))  ( ℎ <  _ ℎ _ ℎ ( ))               ←  +1              ℎ − ℎ ( );               −servise-table();  ( ℎ >  _ ℎ _ ℎ ( ))               ( > 1)                     ← radius-1 
                 ℎ − ℎ ();                    −servise-table(); 

Figure2: Change the Radius based on Change the number of node 
In the first line number of neighbors of each node will be determined. If it is less than a threshold value, the 

radius will increase and the service table will be updated. Also if the radius is greater than a threshold value, 
the radius will be decreased and the service table will be updated again. Determination of the suitable threshold 
value is dependant on network and the environment that this algorithm is implemented in it. For example, if 
such a sensor network is used that the amount of energy is Vital and delay can be tolerated, the threshold value 
will be lesser since the announcement overload is lower and the network nodes energy consumption is lower. 
But in Networks wich are so sensitive to the delay, the threshold value must be considered much greater in 
order to more numbers of nodes operate as directory agent and the protocol will be closer to deactivate 
protocols and energy consumption will be much higher. Here our purpose is Wireless ad- hoc network grid in 
wich there are devices with medium energy such as PDA, laptop and Mobile (that it play the client role). 
Energy Consumption is essential for us and on the other hand, the delay should be kept at an accepted rate. In 
this protocol, each network node has a table called neighborhood Table. in this table be keeps the immediate 
information of Neighboring nodes with a certain number of hops and also all nodes in its node area, next hop 
to reach that node and the number of hops to reach the node are kept  in it. By using this table each node can be 
aware of the number of nodes in its area so it can set the radius of its announcement area. Also nodes have a 
table called service table. This table includes a description of the services and the service providers. Content of 
rows in this table includes servers' services in its node area, requests for services and their replies which have 
been provided for demandant node by the  route, enter the service into their service table and keep it until its 
expiration .[15] 
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Figure 3: Client service and respond service to requests for service 
 
By assuming that the node a node wants a service that is offered by node B.  node A Searches its service 

table, whereas it cannot find  the desired service, it send a service request to the boundary nodes. with 
broadcasting this request, boundary nodes search it on neighborhood areas. When service request reaches to 
node B or to one of nodes in node B area, they supply service respond message and send it to demandant  

node,based on finding the service in their tables. When one of neighbors of node B  in its area or a node out 
of this area that knows service provider receives the packet,it sends the service request to node B in uni-casting 
way. If B receive the request while didn’t receive it previously, B Gives back this request packet to demandant 
in a reverse route. Then the demandant sends its data to service provider in the route that response is reached to 
client service, on the other hand service provider offers its services in this way and gives back service results to 
demandant, if needed. All nodes in this route keep the service on their table until expiration time of the service 
and operate as a directory for it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Response Service Path in Grid Computing 
 
  
 
Thus as it lasts from inauguration of the network,the timeline for finding the  service will be 

shorter.Because there will be routes of services that for finding a specific service, it's not necessary to reach the 
server node area. Also as the varieties of services are fewer, again during the time, timeline by finding the 
service will be shorter. Because more nodes will be aware of server nodes.Now in this scenario, with 
considering due to nodes mobility or turning on of new nodes and entering other nodes into network,the 
density of the environment of node B  will be greater. Therefore, node B will be aware of an increasing 
number of nodes in its area with periodic messages then Reduces its radius. The following figure shows this 
process. 

 
 
 
 
 
4. Experiments 
We implement our offered method (DHSD) by prowler5 simulator that Written via Matlab software. We 

model the network environment as 300m * 300m that in it A set of nodes dispersed randomly and with 
Uniform distribution function.  The first performance Criterion that we do our evaluation via it; it is the 
number of announcement messages that protocols use them to register Service in directory s or other nodes. As 
regard the simulation environment is constant, As a result, increasing the number of nodes in this space, leads 

                                                      
5 Probabilistic Wireless Network Simulator 
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Figure 6: the chart of percent on discovered nodes at radius area in the number of variety nodes 
 

In the above diagram the horizontal axis is the radius for hybrid algorithms. Because our algorithm has not a 
constant Radius and determine its radius regard to the it's environment. Thus the curve of DHSD in every six 
scenarios is a line in fact and shows a fixed point. As we see in diagrams regard to number of nodes since a 
specific radius the hybrid method is better and gives a higher Percent service discovery. 

But if we regard to before diagram, we find that the hybrid method on large radius will be operate  Similar 
to based on announcement method and made much more overhead than our method. Thus DHSD in balancing 
between  overhead and Percent service discovery since a specific radius  will be trend to lower overhead and 
refers it then Percent service discovery and don’t accept consumption all network recourses for slight increase 
in Percent service discovery. Whatever The number of nodes increases, the Hybrid  method arrive to greater 
Percent service discovery in large radius and this cause is increasing the number hops and packets loss in routs 
because all requests Do not reach to destination. The DHSD Algorithm prefers the possibility to arrive to a 
high rate Service discovery with a reasonable overhead. 
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